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Enter the Spellbinding Kingdom of the Cassadines
Disturbing Family Secrets and treachery surround Rosalia, Sebastian and Elizabeth…The original trinity and
heart of the Cassadine Clan.

Synopsis
Meet the Cassadines. On the surface they lead seemingly ordinary lives as human
teens. However, in reality, they’re Soulfrets; ancient, shape shifting sorcerers, who
also happen to be the heirs and future leaders of an extraordinary kingdom in a
magical realm that has been torn apart by rivalry and treachery. Join them and their
band of newly turned descendants in this tale of friendship, love and betrayal as they
battle against old enemies, form new alliances and reconcile their painful past as they
move forward into the unknown in order to save themselves and protect the ones they
love, proving that the significance and true meaning of family runs deeper than any
bloodline.
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Excerpts:
“The Cassadine family was well known around town. Whispers followed them as they walked the school grounds. At the
grocery store, you could overhear mothers chatting about Mrs. Cassadine’s lack of presence in her children’s lives.
Teachers were always questioning how one family that was such a social outcast could be so full of knowledge, so
intelligent.”
“I moved in with Rosalia and her family as soon as they adopted me, I used to be a foster child. I really don’t know how
my parents died, they were there one minute and gone the next. I was only five when they died. Then when I was seven,
the Cassadines came into the picture… Knowing that they were from the same world I was from made me at ease,
especially with Sebastian as a protector. Rosalia was a voice of wisdom and I became a nurturer.”
“I felt a sharp pair of fangs glide across my neck, down to my shoulder, slowly teasing me until they sunk into my flesh.
The pain was unbearable. Everything was moving so quickly, feeling the liquid of venom spread throughout my veins.”
“The forest greeted me as I ventured further and further using my night vision to manage my way around in the dark.
Once I reached the deeply embedded part where darkness and beauty merged, I felt the presence as quickly as I had
arrived. A snap of a twig made me jump slightly. I saw the silhouette emerging from the shadows of the tree, taking care
with every powerful stride.”
“I eyed both of them, not sure whether they could be trusted right now. With November returning, we were gathering as
many allies as possible. The Travin were joining us in battle along with Cassadine soldiers and guards.”

Synopsis
After surviving an epic surprise battle with the Rosen Army, the Cassadines prepare
to take reign over their kingdom while trying to adjust to life in the mortal realm as
young adults. Sebastian, the elder son and soon-to-be crowned king, struggles with
managing his everyday “human” life, the forthcoming transition, and serving within
the Bliden Tribe, a mysterious society with a nefarious purpose. Little do he and the
family know about the impending danger and betrayal they will face from one of their
own. Clandestine meetings, covert missions, dangerous relics, and surprising twists
and turns put loyalties and relationships to the test as they learn of the faction that
wishes to destroy them. The family discovers that they must not only save
themselves, but human kind as well.
:
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Excerpts
“I twisted my ring, pondering where my life was going as I began to sneak back into the house; it had to be five in the
morning by now. After November had been arrested for her attempted murder on our family, everyone had begun to
calm down. With November behind bars it was safer for everyone to roam Travinstein and continue with our lives,
preparing for kingdom duties and family matters. My coronation was approaching and I knew once I was crowned it
wouldn’t just be known in Travinstein.”
“My entire life has been shaped by my last name. The Building of Emergent housed my future. When I was a teenager, I
imagined a world where I didn’t have to rule Travinstein if I didn’t want to, and if I wanted to marry a human, I could.
Those were my dreams and in order for me to explore the human world, I would have to somehow become involved in
an endeavor that would allow me the freedom to do so.”
“The wind blew by and a gold mist started to form around us…Rosalia held tightly onto my hand. The gold mist swirled
from around our hands over Rosalia before disappearing. There was a loud clap of thunder above us and I suddenly saw
long black wings extend out from the middle of her back. The gold mist was back skimming the top of the lake, turning it
into black water. The wind stopped and her wings wrapped around her, hiding her face and body from me. Small patters
of rain began to fall upon us.”
“Sebastian warned me that if I had any thoughts of being deceitful, I wouldn’t be looked at as a Cassadine anymore. I
respected that, but I took my chances anyway. Underneath my bed, was a small black box which held the Rosen dagger
inside...it was taken in battle landing in a potent mixture of the blood of slain nobles. This transformed the dagger and
gave it twisted powers capable of killing anyone who came into contact with it…”

Synopsis
With an impending war at their heels, life for the Cassadines as they know it
may come crashing down all around them. Will power plays and politics destroy
their kingdom and their family? Will their legacy be able to prevail and ultimately
triumph, sparing the citizens of Travinstein, as well as the mortal world from a
reign of darkness? Join the Cassadines in their final stand against the Rosens
and experience the harrowing events that abound as you become immersed in
this epic tale.:
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Excerpts
“We silenced ourselves by listening. There wasn’t any noise. No birds, no squirrels, no other creatures, no wind blowing
or rustling of trees. I felt shivers going up my spine and throughout my body. Don’t do it Trey. Don’t do it. Daniel isn’t
even here to talk you out of it…. It was Haven’s voice in my head. Somewhere her thoughts floated into my mind. I
looked around wide eyed and scared. Haven and Trey were here somewhere. ‘Marcus!’ I roused.
It’s going to blow up…. Marcus! I grabbed at his arm… Before I could utter another word, there was an explosion from
the back of the house.”
“The moment I was out the front door, there was a jolting feeling in my chest. I lurched forward holding onto the stone
wall. I reached under my shirt to feel my heartbeat and I felt warm liquid seeping from my skin. I looked through my shirt
to see a small, bleeding, cut. I had broken an unknown binding. Sebastian trusted me and I had walked away.”
“Smiling, I soaked in the moonlight. The air was cool outside and refreshing. My view of Travinstein was beautiful.
Feeling compelled, I climbed up on my balcony and stood at the very edge of the railings testing my balance. The thrill of
knowing that at any given time I could fall to my death made me giggle.”
“We had found a lot of information about the Order of the Dragon. It was a secret society, it did indeed consist of witches
and wizards, and they did protect the vampire nation centuries ago. They were considered neither evil nor noble, they
were a neutral party. They stayed close to those in their group and worked alongside anyone who gave them a generous
payment and had a cause that they believed in.”
“I kept going forward. There was no way she was getting the pocket watch, it was way too important to Sebastian. If the
family’s fate relied on the pocket watch, I wasn’t going to be the one to let it slip away. There was a rumble underneath
us as I tried to ascend as fast as I could. I almost made it to the surface when a whirlpool and a swirl of sand and
particles pushed me backward. Bursting through it was a kelpie…As I spun myself around to leave, the kelpie rammed
into my side before using its teeth to grab at my tail and drag me backward. I struggled for release and felt a sharp stab
in my spine…My strength slowly began to fade while I thrashed in the water desperately trying to escape…I drifted in
and out of conscious…. Warmth covered me but quickly evaporated as I was plunged into the abyss of the waters... The
last thing I saw were the green fireworks exploding in the sky.”
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Praise for Dasia Zanders:
“The Cassadine Conception is an epic, intelligent, and original work that leads one into an emotional, mental and
physical adventure. Author Dasia Zanders creates a lush emotional landscape that surrounds the reader and primes the
senses. “– Between the Lines
“Loved the book and look forward to reading the next one. The style of writing allows you to really get into each
character, but still be surprised at the twists & turns. Written with great compassion, emotion and suspense!” - Patricia B.
“I enjoyed reading this book so much. If you like fantasy and strong characters, you will enjoy reading this book. Once I
started reading it, I just couldn't wait to see what was going to happen. Loved it and can't wait to read more from this
author.” - M. Ocasio

